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Abstract

We develop the use of piecewise linear test functions for the analysis of sta�
bility of multiclass queueing networks and their associated �uid limit models� It
is found that if an associated LP admits a positive solution� then a Lyapunov
function exists� This implies that the �uid limit model is stable and hence that
the network model is positive Harris recurrent with a �nite polynomial moment�
Also� it is found that if a particular LP admits a solution� then the network model
is transient�
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� Introduction

It has generally been taken for granted in queueing theory that stability of a network is
guaranteed so long as the overall tra�c intensity is less than unity and in recent years
there has been much analysis which supports this belief for special classes of systems�
such as single class queueing networks �see Borovkov ���� Sigman �	
�� Meyn and
Down ����� Foss ���� and Foss and Baccelli ���� This intuition was shown to be false in
general by Kumar and Seidman ��
�� where it was demonstrated that for a multiclass
system with an unintelligently chosen bu�er priority scheduling policy� instability will
occur even for loads less than unity� Similar counterexamples were reported in Lu and
Kumar ����� and Rybko and Stolyar �		� �the latter for a stochastic network�� The
question of whether or not more natural policies would always be stable� such as
the standard FIFO policy� remained open until the recent work of Bramson �	� and
Seidman �	��� The re�entrant structure of these and all other counterexamples so far
discovered is similar to the topology of many semiconductor manufacturing plants�
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� The Re�Entrant Line �

A particular case of the stochastic Lyapunov function method is Foster�s crite�
rion� This technique has been successfully used to investigate the behavior of queues
and queueing networks which admit a Markovian realization since Foster ���� in a wide
variety of contexts� In particular� Botvich and Zamyatin ���� Fayolle et� al� �
� ���
Maly�shev et� al� ���� ��� �	�� Men��sikov ����� and others have obtained a series of
results which have shed much light on the stability of random walks and queueing
networks on low dimensional spaces and much of this work is based upon stochastic
Lyapunov techniques for Markov chains� in the spirit of Kingman ��	�� A survey of
recent methods for determining whether a given network or scheduling policy is stable
is presented in Down and Meyn ����

Recently� Kumar and Meyn ���� have developed a method for automating the
stability analysis of multiclass networks� A class of quadratic test functions is used
and it is found that the search for a candidate function that satis�es Foster�s criterion
may be posed as a linear programming problem� Various network examples are studied
and while the method is e�ective� the algorithm developed has di�culty de�nitively
deducing stability regions for some networks�

Botvich and Zamyatin ��� studied the stability of a particular network �which was
introduced in �		�� using piecewise linear functions� They were able to completely clas�
sify stability for the network� which was not possible using quadratic test functions� In
work concurrent to that presented here� Dai and Weiss in ��� have applied piecewise
linear Lyapunov functions directly on multiclass �uid limit models for the analysis of
stability� Very recently� Dai ��� and Bertsimas et� al� ��� have developed specialized
methods to address the stability of �uid network models� which have been shown to
be exact for two station networks�

In this paper� we present an approach that uses the LP approach of ���� and
is inspired by the treatment of the example in ���� We �nd that a suitable test
function may be found by �rst devising a linear program to construct a suitable
piecewise linear function and then by smoothing the resulting function� we obtain
a Lyapunov function� For exponential networks this directly implies V �uniform er�
godicity for the model� which implies that arbitrary polynomial moments converge
exponentially quickly to their steady state values� In the general renewal case� we ap�
ply recent results in Dai ���� and Dai and Meyn ��� to �nd that the model is positive
recurrent with �nite mean queue lengths in steady state� Recently� it has been shown
by Meyn ��
� that instability of an associated �uid limit model implies transience
of the network model� It is found that if the �uid limit model evolves on a reduced
state space� piecewise linear test functions for instability may be constructed� This
combination of stability and instability tests suggests that the methods developed in
this paper may be appropriate for stability analysis in general� Some of the work in
this paper was presented in abridged form in �	� ���

We begin with a description of the models which we treat�

� The Re�Entrant Line

For simplicity� in this paper we consider exclusively re�entrant lines� which are a
particular example of the multiclass networks with feedback described by Harrison
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Figure �� A Re�entrant network model

and Nguyen in ���� A simple example of a re�entrant line is the network described
in Figure  consisting of two machines and three bu�ers� with a single server at each
machine� A crucial feature of this model is the re�entrant structure� which is typical of
semiconductor manufacturing models �see Kumar ������ The extension of the results
presented in this paper to general multiclass queueing networks is straightforward�

The models which we consider consist of S single server stations� and a total
of K bu�ers� which are located among the server stations� In the example illus�
trated in Figure � K � � and S � �� Customers at bu�er k are serviced at station
��k� � f� � � � � Sg� with service times f�k�n�� n � g� The description of the network
is simpli�ed since routing is deterministic� customers arrive to bu�er one� with inter�
arrival times f��n�� n � g� where they wait in queue until service� After a service of
length ���n� is completed� a customer moves on to bu�er two� and so forth� until it
�nally reaches bu�er K� After service is completed at this �nal queue� the customer
leaves the network�

It is assumed that service disciplines are �state dependent�� non�idling� and pre�
emptive� Hence� after a service is completed at a server station� a new bu�er is chosen
for service at this station based solely upon the current bu�er levels in the system�
Throughout this paper we make the following three assumptions on the network�

�A�� �� ��� � � � � �K are mutually independent and i�i�d� sequences�

�A�� For some integer p � �

E�j�k��j
p� �� for k � � � � � � K� and E�j���jp� ���

�A�� For some positive function p on IR� and some integer j��

P���� � x� � � for all x � ��

P���� � � � �� ��j�� � dx� � p�x� dx and
R�
� p�x� dx � ��

Occasionally� we will strengthen conditions �A��� �A�� to

�A�� The random variables �� ��� � � � � �K are exponentially distributed�
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Figure �� Two queues in tandem

For notational convenience set 	k � 
E��k��� and � � 
E������
For each � � � � � � � S we let C� � fk � ��k� � �g and de�ne the nominal load at

station � as �� �
P

k�C�
�
	k� To guarantee any practical form of stability for the

network it is obviously necessary that the capacity constraint �� �  be satis�ed for
each � � � � � � � S� However� as cited in the introduction� numerous examples have
been constructed which show that this condition is not su�cient for stability�

We de�ne a Markov process � � ft � t � �g which describes the dynamics
of the queueing network� We will let Px denote the probability distribution and Ex

the corresponding expectation operator� under the initial condition � � x� For each
t� t � �X�

� �t�� � � � � X
�
K�t��

�� where Xi�t� summarizes all the network information
at bu�er i� For the rest of this section we will assume that the scheduling policies
are of the bu�er priority type� This is simply for ease of exposition� For examples of
construction of Markovian representations for other scheduling policies� see ���� Under
�A� and �A	� one may take Xi�t� � bi�t� � the queue length at bu�er i� so that �
is a countable state space Markov chain with state space X � ZZ

K
� � However� if the

distributions are general� then it is necessary to augment this state description with
the residual exogenous interarrival times and residual service times to preserve the
Markov property� At time t� let u�t� be the residual exogenous interarrival time� and
vk�t� be the residual service time at bu�er k� These residual processes are taken to be
right continuous� For the state process �� we then take X��t� � �u�t�� b��t�� v��t��

�

and Xi�t� � �bi�t�� vi�t��
� for i � �� The state space X in this case will be equal to

some subset of Euclidean space IR�K�� and will not be countable in this more general
framework�

For example� take the tandem queue illustrated in Figure �� For this model� the
state process � becomes

t � �u�t�� b��t�� v��t�� b��t�� v��t��
� ��

and the state space X is evidently equal to a subset of IR�
��

Under the assumptions �A���A��� the state process � has several desirable topo�
logical as well as measure�theoretic structural properties� As argued in ���� the process
� is a strong Markov process� The following theorem will simplify several of the results
presented below� For a proof and de�nitions of the terms� see ���� and �	���

Theorem ��� Suppose that assumptions �A����A�� hold� Then all compact sets are
petite for some skeleton chain �� � f�� �� ��� ���g	 and hence � is a ��irreducible
and aperiodic T�process� ut



� Criteria For Stability �

We begin by describing recent approaches to stability for the network model with
state process ��

� Criteria For Stability

Many of the methods for addressing stability which we describe in this paper are
generalizations of Lyapunov�s second method as described in� for example� LaSalle and
Lefshetz ����We begin with a description of the stochastic Lyapunov technique� which
is commonly known as Foster�s Criterion� although it was developed for di�usions in
the Russian literature prior to Foster �see Khas�minskii ������ In this section� the
assumption made on the scheduling policies is that they are non�idling and state
dependent�

Stochastic Lyapunov functions To describe the stochastic Lyapunov function ap�
proach for continuous time models� we �rst de�ne a version of the generator for
the process �� We denote by D� eA� the set of all functions f �X� IR for which there
exists a measurable function g�X� IR such that for each x � X� t � ��

Ex�f�t�� � f�x� � Ex

hZ t

�
g�s� ds

i
���

Z t

�
Ex�jg�s�j� ds ��� ���

We write eAf �� g and call eA the extended generator of �� D� eA� is called the domain
of eA� In many cases we can write

eAV �x� � lim
h��

R
Ph�x� dy�V �y�� V �x�

h
�	�

where P h is the transition semigroup for ��
In the following result we show if V � D� eA� is a positive function on X� and if

the drift eAV �x� is suitably negative o� some compact subset of X� then the network
model will be positive recurrent� The proof follows from Theorem � of Meyn and
Tweedie �	�� and Theorem ���

Theorem ��� For the Markovian network with state process � satisfying �A�� �
�A��	 suppose that there exists some compact set C � X	 some � � �	 and some
non�negative function V such that

eAV �x� � �� � blC�x�� ���

Then � is positive Harris recurrent� ut

While this result holds for a vast class of models � it is only ��irreducibility that
is really required � because of the simpler state description� in this section we will
restrict our attention to exponential network models� This will be relaxed below�



� Criteria For Stability �

Even though for network models the operator eA is rarely a di�erential operator�
calculus plays an important role in analyzing the drift eAV � This is because typically
the function V will be a norm� or a polynomial function of a norm� on the state space
X and we will see that we can typically assume that V can be extended to form a
smooth �C�� function on a suitable subset of Euclidean space� For instance� in ���� a
linear function is constructed and Dupuis and Williams ��� explicitly construct such
a test function for a class of re�ected Brownian motions� Theorem ��
� which forms
a large part of the foundation of this paper� shows how a smooth function may be
constructed given a piecewise linear test function�

Consider the exponential model satisfying �A� and �A	� with X � ZZ
K
� and de�ne

the mean velocity vector ��x� � IRK for x � X so that

Ex�x�h��� x � ��x�h� o�h��

where x � �x�� � � � � xK�� is the vector of queue lengths� For the re�entrant line the
mean velocity vector may be explicitly calculated as

��x� � �e� �
KX
k��

�	k��wk���x�� 	kwk�x��e
k ���

where ek denotes the kth standard basis element in IRK � For k � � � � � � K we de�ne
wk�x� �  if bu�er k is in service and zero otherwise� we set w��x� 	 �� More generally�
we can allow processor sharing policies so that wk�x� takes on values between � and
� By the non�idling constraint� the conditions on fwkg become

wk�x� � �� and
X
k�C�

wk�x� �  whenever
X
k�C�

xk � �� �
�

In the following result we perform a Taylor series expansion to write

eAV �x� � ��x��V ��x� � o� eAV �x�� ���

where V � denotes the gradient of V and o� eAV �x��
 j eAV �x�j for large x� This gives
rise to a geometric approach to stability� which was �rst described in this operations
research context by Kingman in ��	��

Theorem ��� Consider the network model satisfying Assumptions �A�� and �A
��
Suppose that V � IRK � IR is a C� function and that for some �� � �	

��x��V ��x� � ��� x �� �� ���

Suppose further that V ���x� � � as x � �� Then ��� holds for some � � �	 so that
the network model is positive Harris recurrent�

Moreover	 under these conditions there exist constants �	 � � �	 B � �	 such
that

jEx�f�t���
Z
f d�j � BV��x�e

��t� t � �� ���

for any function f satisfying the bound jf j � V�	 where V��x� � exp��V �x�� and � is
the invariant probability�



� Criteria For Stability �

Proof We have for the exponential network

eAV �x� � ��V �x� e��� V �x�� �
KX
k��

	kwk�x��V �x� ek�� � ek�� V �x��

where again ei denotes the ith standard basis element in IRK � we set eK�� � �� and
as usual we set w��x� 	 �� It then follows from the Mean Value Theorem that ���
holds with o� eAV �x��
  for large x and this together with ��� shows that ��� does
hold for a suitably large compact set�

To establish ���� set V��x� � exp��V �x��� For su�ciently small �� we can perform
the Taylor series approximation used in Theorem ���� of Meyn and Tweedie ���� to
show that for some �� � �� b� ��� and a compact set C�

eAV��x� � ���V��x� � b�lC�x��

The limit ��� then follows from Theorem �� of �	�� ut

Fluid limit models and stability Chen and Mandelbaum in ��� show generally that
complex network models can be approximated by a �uid limit model� This gives rise
to a new approach to stability� which is far more general than the direct stochastic
Lyapunov approach described above� By examining an essentially deterministic �uid
limit model� we may drop the restrictive exponential assumption� while preserving
the geometric approach to stability indicated in Theorem ����

Let ��t� denote the vector of cumulative busy times up to time t for the re�
entrant line� De�ne bx�t� � �

jxjb�tjxj� and similarly� �x�t� � �
jxj��tjxj�� The �uid

limit model is de�ned as the set of weak limits for �bx� �x� as jb���j � �� with
�u��� �

P
vi����
jb���j � � �see ����� Any particular weak limit �Q�t�� T �t�� will

be called a �uid limit� For the re�entrant line� the �uid limits satisfy the following
three conditions� It is stressed that the �uid limit model is not characterized by �F�
F�� and that frequently there is not a unique solution for a given initial condition�
Further constraints are imposed on speci�c network examples given below� Although
uniqueness of the solution is still not guaranteed� this additional structure is essential
when attempting to verify stability or instability of the �uid limits�

�F�� Queue length evolution� Q�t� � �te� �
KX
k��

�	k��Tk���t�� 	kTk�t��e
k�

�F�� Busy time evolution� T��t� 	 � and for any k � � � � � � K�

Tk��� � � and Tk is increasing and continuous�

�F�� Non�idling constraint � For any � � � � � � � S� with B��t� �
P

k�C�
Tk�t�� for

almost all t�
d
dtB��t� � � whenever

P
k�C�

Qk�t� � ��

The signi�cance of the �uid limit model lies largely in the following result� which
is taken from ��� ���



� Criteria For Stability �

Theorem ��� Suppose that the �uid limit model is asymptotically stable so that
Q�t� � � as t � �	 for any initial condition Q��� � IRK� Then	 under Assump�
tions �A�A�� the network with state process � is positive Harris recurrent and for
each initial condition

lim
t��

Ex�bi�t�
m��� � E��bi���

m��� ��  � i � K�  � m � p�  ��

where � is the invariant probability and p is the integer used in �A���

Theorem ��� raises the question� when will the �uid limit model be asymptotically
stable� This can be addressed using a Lyapunov approach� analogous to Theorem ����
We �rst de�ne an analogue of the vector ��x� for the exponential network� For each
k � � � � � � K setWk�t���

d
dt
Tk�t� whenever the derivative exists and de�ne the velocity

vector ��t� for the �uid limit model as

��t� �
d

dt
Q�t� � �e� �

KX
k��

�	k��Wk���t�� 	kWk�t��e
k�

By condition �F�� we have the analogue of �
�

Wk�t� � �� and
X
k�C�

Wk�t� �  whenever
X
k�C�

Qk�t� � �� ���

The velocity vector ��t� is multivalued in general and is dependent on the position
Q�t�� Let ��x� denote the set of all possible velocity vectors over all �uid limits Q�t��
with Q�t� � x�

Theorem ��� Suppose that V � IRK � IR is a C� function and that for some �� � �	
the �uid limit model satis�es

��V ��x� � ��� � � ��x�� x �� �� ���

Then the �uid limit model is asymptotically stable�

Proof The function V �Q�t�� is absolutely continuous with

V �Q�t�� � V �Q�����
Z t

�
V ��Q�r�����r� dr� �	�

Then clearly� from ���� Q�t� � � for all t � V �Q����
��� ut
Because the speci�c form of ��x� cannot always be computed exactly� we will

typically use only the constraints ��� and additional constraints imposed by the
scheduling policy in checking the drift criterion ���� In this case� the hypotheses
of Theorem ��	 and Theorem ��� are nearly identical� Theorem ��	 requires fewer
assumptions since the bounds on V �� and Assumption �A	� are not needed� However�
Theorem ��� has a somewhat stronger conclusion due to the geometric convergence
����

To complete the picture� we need an analogous test for instability� This may
allow us to completely classify queueing networks� as �nding a Lyapunov function
of a speci�c form is of course only a su�cient condition for stability� The required
instability result is found in the recent work ��
��



� Criteria For Stability 	

Theorem ��� Suppose that the �uid limit model is unstable in the sense that for
some �� � �	

jQ�T �j � ��T� T � �� ���

for all initial conditions Q���	 with jQ���j � � Then	 for any  � q � �	 there exists
B �� such that whenever jxj � B	

Pxf���g � q�

ut

This gives rise to the following Lyapunov based approach to test for instability�

Theorem ��	 Suppose that V � IRK � IR is a C� norm on X and that for some
�� � �	 the �uid limit model satis�es

��V ��x� � ��� � � ��x�� x �� �� ���

Then the �uid limit model is unstable in the sense of �����

Proof The result is obvious using �	�� ut

Now that we have developed a Lyapunov approach to stability� we will describe
speci�c classes of functions for use in analyzing network models�

Piecewise linear test functions In the remainder of this section we will consider a
simple example to show how to construct suitable test functions� For convenience�
we restrict attention to the mean velocity vector �eld and the generator�based drift
criterion� The same development goes through for the �uid model by considering its
associated velocity vector �eld�

Consider the tandem queue illustrated in Figure �� For this model the mean
velocity vector can be expressed

��x� �

�
�� 	�l�x� � ��

	�l�x� � ��� 	�l�x� � ��

�
�
�

In Figure � we have illustrated the mean velocity vector ��x� de�ned in ��� in the
special case � � � 	� � 	� � �� These vectors have been skewed to exaggerate
their relative angles�

To address stability we �rst consider a linear function V �x� � x�c where c � IRK

is chosen so that V �x� � � for all x � IRK
� � To satisfy ���� the entire vector ��x��

with origin at x� must lie within the half space fx � IR � c�x � c�x�g for all x� � X�
It is clear from Figure � that this is impossible in this example for any �xed c�

Quadratics are e�ective in determining stability for the tandem queue� In this
case for all ��� �� � � a quadratic Lyapunov function may be determined� as in
Fayolle �
�� and Down and Meyn ���� The one di�culty with this approach is that
the functions themselves depend on the parameters of the network in a complex way�

We now search for a piecewise linear function which satis�es the geometric con�
dition ���� where V ��x� now denotes any subgradient vector at x� We will take V of
the speci�c form
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x
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2

Figure �� The mean velocity vector �eld ��x� for the tandem queue�

Vd�x� � maxfx�V i �  � i � mg ���

where V i � IRK
� � The conditions on V which we will impose are described as follows�

Extend the de�nition of the mean velocity vector ��x� given in ��� to all of IRK
� by

only requiring that �
� holds� Let d be the vector �V ��� � � � � Vm���� let J�x� d� denote
those indices j such that V �x� � x�V j � and suppose that for some �� � ��

��x��V j � ���� j � J�x� d� ���

for any mean velocity vector ��x� which satis�es the condition �
�� and all x �� ��
We do not know if the function Vd then satis�es ���� however the following result

shows that this is irrelevant�

Theorem ��
 Suppose that a function Vd of the form ���� exists	 satisfying �����
Then there exists a smooth function Vs� IR

K � IR� and � � � such that ��x��V �
s�x� �

�� for all mean velocity vectors ��x� satisfying ����
The function Vs is radially homogeneous in the sense that

V �x� � �
��V ��x� x � IRK
� � � � �� ����

and hence also V ���x�� � as x���

Proof First we show that if ��� holds for some x� and some vector d � �V ��� � � � � Vm����
then there exists an � � � such that

��x��
�zj � ��

��� for all z � B��d�� j � J�x�� z�� ���

whenever ��x�� satis�es �
�� Here B��d� denotes the open ball fz � jz � dj � �g�
By ��� and continuity in d� it is clear that we may choose �� � � so small that
��x��

�zj � ��
��� for j � J�x�� d� if jd � zj � ��� We also have by continuity that

J�x�� z� � J�x�� d� for all z with jz� dj su�ciently small� say less than ��� Thus ���
holds with � � min���� ����



� Linear programming characterization 



The fact that we are searching among all non�idling policies yields radial homo�
geneity of the model� By a compactness argument� we may �nd a �xed � � � so that
��� holds for any x� and any admissible mean velocity vector ��x��� Let p� � � be a
C� probability density supported on the open ball B��d�� and de�ne

Vs�x� �

Z
Vz�x�p�z� dz�

This smoothing is as performed in ���� The function Vs is C
�� radially homogeneous�

and satis�es ���x�V �
s�x� � ��

��� for all x �� �� ut
Consider now the tandem pair of queues under �A	� with state space ZZ��� By

examining the mean velocity vectors ��x� for the model illustrated in Figure � one
can see that the choice x�V � � �x�� x�V � � x� � x� gives rise to a function which
satis�es the conditions of Theorem ��
� To see that the inequality ��� holds in general
under the capacity constraints� observe that for x �� ��

��x��V � � ���	�l�x� � ��� ��

which is negative when x� � �� and

��x��V � � ��	�l�x� � ��� ��

which is negative when x� � �� It follows that ��� does hold and by Theorem ��
 we
again see that the network is positive Harris recurrent�

We see that in this example a single piecewise linear function may be used to es�
tablish the entire stability region� It is not possible to �nd a single quadratic function�
for certain relative service rates� any valid quadratic test function becomes nearly sin�
gular as �  � We now give an approach to construct piecewise linear functions for
complex network models�

� Linear programming characterization

Theorem ��
 indicates that a smooth Lyapunov function may be constructed based
on a piecewise linear function� In this section we show that the search for a suitable
piecewise linear function can be computer automated� This is non�trivial since the
conditions in ��� impose highly nonlinear constraints on the components of V j �

Non�idling policies In this section� we examine functions of the vector of bu�er levels�
b�t�� Note that b�t� need not be the �state� of the system� It is only assumed that a
Markovian state for the system may be constructed�

We �rst show how a piecewise linear function may be found when the only re�
striction on the scheduling policy is that it is non�idling� Let b�t� � x and

V��x� �
KX
j��

a��jxj �

where a��j � �� We also write V��x� � x�V � � where V � � �a���� � � � � a��K���



� Linear programming characterization 
�

We de�ne the face �� � IRK
� as the set corresponding to the event that machine

� is empty�
�� � fx � IRK

� �
X
i�C�

xi � �g�

Suppose we can �nd V�� � � � � � � � S� such that the following two conditions hold�

��x��V � � �� �x � �c
� ����

V��x� � max
�� 	��

V���x� �x � ��� x �� �� ����

The bound ���� indicates that when there are customers at a machine� its associated
linear function exhibits a negative drift� The dominance condition ���� implies that at
each x� V �x� � max� V��x� does not take on the value of a linear function which may
exhibit a positive drift� It is clear that if the above conditions can be satis�ed� the
conditions of Theorem ��
 hold for the piecewise linear function V �x� � max� V��x��

The conditions in ���� may be regarded as linear constraints on the components
of the vector V � � The constraint ���� is far from linear� but we may obtain a general
su�cient condition that is linear using the following result�

Lemma ��� Consider the linear functions

di�x� �
kX

j��

aijxj � for i � � � � � � m

c�x� �
kX

j��

cjxj

where faij � cj �  � i �m�  � j � kg are real numbers� Assume that for all j	



m

mX
i��

aij � cj � ��	�

Then for all x � IRk
�	 x �� �	

max
�
i
m

�di�x�� � c�x��

Proof Let di � �ai�� � � � � aik�
�� c � �c�� � � � � ck�

�� so that condition ��	� may be
written



m

mX
i��

di � c�

where vector inequalities are interpreted componentwise� If x � IRk
�� x �� �� then

max
�
i
m

�di�x�� �


m

mX
i��

x�di � x�c � c�x��

ut



� Linear programming characterization 
�

It is important to stress here that ��	� is indeed only a su�cient condition� One
example which demonstrates that Lemma 	� is not necessary is given as follows�

d��x� � �x�� d��x� � �x�� c�x� � ��x� � �x��

We will comment further on this result after presenting how fV�g in ���� � ���� may
be constructed using a linear program�

Theorem ��� Consider the following linear program�

max�

subject to the constraints�

�a�� � � 

�a�� �a��� � r� �
X

f����� 	��g

s���� � � � � for all �

�a�� r� � 	j�a��j�� � a��j� for all j	 � � j � C�

�a
� s���� � 	j�a��j�� � a��j� for all j	 �	 �� � j � C��	 �� �� �

�a�� s���� � � for all �� ��

�a�� a��K�� � � for all �
�a�� a��j � � for all �� j

�a��


S � 

X
����� 	��

a���j � a��j � � for all �	 j � j �� C�

If this LP has a solution �� � 	 then a piecewise linear function satisfying ����
� ���� exists�

If Assumptions �A���A�� hold	 then the network is positive Harris recurrent for
all admissible non�idling policies	 the queue length process bi�t� has a �nite �p � ��
moment in steady state	 and the limit ���� holds for each initial condition�

If in addition �A
� holds	 then the network model is V��uniformly ergodic for all
admissible non�idling policies	 so that ���� holds with V��x� � exp��V �x�� for some
� � � and all jf j � V��

Proof Note that if there is a solution to the LP with �� � � then by scaling the
parameters a��j we can obtain a solution with �� � � so the only solutions are �� � �
or �

Examining ���� for any �� we see that upon applying ���

��x��V � � �a��� � max
j�C�

	j�a��j�� � a��j� �
X

����� 	��

�max
j�C��

	j�a��j�� � a��j��
�� ����

Conditions �a����a�� are ����� rewritten as linear constraints� Condition �a��
allows us to write ��� in a compact form� while �a
� ensures that for each �� V��x� � �
for all x � IRK

� � Finally� �a�� expresses the dominance condition given in Lemma 	�
which ensures that ���� holds�

The result follows on applying Theorem ��
 and Theorem ���� ut

The conditions of Lemma 	� may be reexamined with Theorem 	�� in mind�
Even though Lemma 	� gives only a su�cient condition under which the dominance



� Linear programming characterization 
�

condition ���� holds� the interaction between the desired bounds ���� and ���� is
complex� The examples considered below suggest that for a stable network� there
may be enough �slack� in the required drift conditions so that we may always choose
the fai�jg so that the su�cient condition of Lemma 	� is met�

It would also be of interest to determine whether it would be useful to gener�
alize Lemma 	� by considering weighted averages in ��	�� This may provide more
�exibility for the algorithm� Again it is an open question as to whether such added
�exibility is needed� as the examples below suggest that the algorithm may actually
characterize stability for re�entrant lines�

A three bu�er system For our �rst example� we consider the two machine� three bu�er
system given in Figure � The only assumption we impose on the scheduling policy is
that it is non�idling�

This system has been studied using quadratic Lyapunov functions in Section �
of ����� Let �� � ��
	� � 
	�� and �� � �
	�� In ����� the case when 	� � 	� is
considered and the set of pairs ���� ��� for which a suitable quadratic can be found
is determined numerically� It is found that a large amount of the stability region is
captured� yet there is a region within ��� �� �  where no conclusion about stability
may be made�

Now� consider the approach of Theorem 	��� We use two linear functions V��x�
and V��x� and consider V �x� � max�V��x�� V��x��� The LP will not be included here�
as it may be derived simply from Theorem 	��� A similar approach has been used on
the �uid limit model in ����

A solution to the LP may be explicitly constructed when �� �  and �� � �
which will show that for this example not only is this approach an improvement
on quadratics but more importantly it completely characterizes the stability region�
Consider the two functions consisting of the �work� �with a scaling factor� at machines
 and �� respectively�

V��x� � ���


	�
�



	�
�x� �



	�
�x� � x���

V��x� � �


	�
�x� � x��

It is straightforward to verify that whenever the capacity constraint �i �  is met� the
function V� has a negative drift when x��x� � � and similarly� V� has a negative drift
when x� � �� which is ����� To satisfy ����� it is found that the following inequality
must hold�

	�
	�

�
�

�
�

	�
	�

�
	�
	�

�

Trivially� this can be satis�ed for all 	�� 	�� and 	��

The Dai�Wang example Consider the system given in Figure 	� with service rates
	� � �� 	� � ��� 	� � �
�� 		 � ��� and 	� � �
	� Also� de�ne � �� �
	���
	��
�
	� � �
	� � �
		� This example is considered in Dai and Wang �� for the FIFO
scheduling policy� Here� as in the previous example� we restrict the scheduling policy
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Figure �� The Dai�Wang network

only to the class of non�idling policies� We wish to determine how large � may be
while still guaranteeing system stability�

A piecewise linear function is again constructed using the algorithm presented
in Theorem 	�� and it is found that the LP has a solution indicating stability if
� � ���
�� �approximately�� In terms of the load factor� � � ����������
��� �
���	��� This same example is examined in ����� where it is found that for � � ������
a quadratic function may be found which guarantees stability�

It is of interest to determine if the piecewise linear approach completely speci�es
the stability region for this example� This question will be answered a�rmatively
in Section �� but for illustrative purposes� the following special case is of interest�
Consider the non�idling policy in which at machine � priority is given to the bu�ers
in the order ����� At the second machine� priority is given to bu�er �� Furthermore�
assume that the service times and interarrival times are deterministic� We performed
a simulation of the system for various arrival rates� with the results for two particular
values given in Figure �� The plot on the left gives a typical sample path for a load
slightly above the threshold � � ���	�� determined by the piecewise linear LP� The
other plot is a sample path in the case when the network is known to be stable since
the load is slightly lower than this threshold�

� Bu�er priority policies

We now specialize the results of the previous section to that of bu�er priority policies�
As in Kumar and Meyn ����� suppose that at every machine � there is a rank ordering
of the set of bu�ers fxi � ��i� � �g served by the machine� To describe such a bu�er
priority policy more concisely� let f���� � � � � ��K�g be a permutation of f� �� � � � � Kg�
with preference given to xi over xj if ��i� � ��j� and both xi and xj share the same
machine� i�e� ��i� � ��j�� The policy is non�idling and pre�emptive�

Consider the set of linear functions fVjg given by�

Vj�x� �
KX
k��

aj�kxk for j � � �� � � � � K�
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Figure �� Simulation of the Dai�Wang network�

or equivalently� Vj�x� � x�V j � where V j � �aj��� � � � � aj�K�
�� To obtain a re�nement

of the drift and dominance conditions ���� and ����� de�ne for  � j � K�

Pj �� fi � ��i� � ��j� and ��i� � ��j�g

�j �� fx � IRK
� � xi � � for all i � Pjg�

����

The set Pj consists of indices of bu�ers which have priority greater than or equal to
bu�er j at machine ��j� and the face �j is equal to the set of states for which all
bu�ers which have priority greater than or equal to bu�er j at ��j� are empty�

At bu�er j we require that the function Vj exhibit a negative drift whenever any
bu�ers of equal or higher priority at the same machine are nonempty�

��x��V j � �� x � � c
j � ��
�

We also require the dominance condition� for all j�

Vj�x� � max
k�P c

j

Vk�x�� x � �j � x �� �� ����

That V �x� � max�Vj�x� � j � � � � � � K� may be smoothed to form a valid Lya�
punov function can be proved exactly as in Theorem ��
� Analogous to Theorem 	���
we may express the condition ��
� and a su�cient condition for ���� as a linear pro�
gram to obtain criteria for stability� A function V is copositive if V �x� � � for all x
in the positive orthant�

Theorem ��� Consider the following linear program�

max�

subject to the constraints�



� Buffer priority policies 
�

�b�� � � 

�b�� �ai�� � ri �
X

f����� 	��
i�g

si��� � � � � for all i

�b�� ri � 	j�ai�j�� � ai�j� for all i	 j � ��j� � ��i�	 ��j� � ��i�
�b
� si��� � 	j�ai�j�� � ai�j� for all i	 j � ��j� � ��	 ��i� �� ��

�b�� ai�K�� � � for all i
�b�� si��� � � for all i� ��� ��i� �� ��

�b��


K � jPij

X
k�P c

i

ak�l � aj�l � � for all i	 j � j � Pi	 l � l � P c
i

If this LP has a solution �� � 	 then a piecewise linear function satisfying ����
and ���� exists�

�i� If the resulting function V is copositive	 then if Assumptions �A���A�� hold	
the network with bu�er priorities is positive Harris recurrent	 the queue length
process bi�t� has a �nite �p���moment in steady state	 and the limit ���� holds
for each initial condition�

If in addition �A
� holds	 then the network model is V��uniformly ergodic so
that ���� holds with V��x� � exp��V �x�� for some � � � and all jf j � V��

�ii� If the resulting function V is not copositive	 then if Assumptions �A�� and �A
�
hold	 the system is unstable in the sense that the system is highly non�robust
in that the mean of the emptying time  � is highly discontinuous in the initial
condition	

sup
f
x�y��jx�yj
�g

jEx� � �� Ey � � �j ���

Proof The proof follows that of Theorem 	��� in that �i� follows from Theorem ��

and Theorem ���� The result �ii� follows from Theorem ��
 and Theorem 
 of Kumar
and Meyn ����� ut

Note that the form of instability considered in Theorem �� di�ers from that
considered in Theorem ���� The stronger form of instability given in Theorem ����
the transience of the network� will be discussed in the next section�

The Dai�Wang network revisited We wish to test the e�ects of Lemma 	� in the
more complex case in which the bu�er priority policy is included as a constraint in
the LP� If this su�cient condition is overly conservative then this may be apparent
in high dimensional examples�

Consider the network of Figure 	� First� we consider the LBFS policy� Through
the use of Theorem ��� it is found that the system is stable for ��� �� � � which is
exactly as expected from results developed concurrently in Dai and Weiss ���� and
Kumar and Kumar ����� This demonstrates that the additional constraints in the LP
given in Theorem �� result in a strictly larger stability region than obtained with
the more general algorithm of Theorem 	���

Second� we consider the priority policy f�� �� � �� 	g� so that bu�er �ve has highest
priority at the �rst machine� while bu�er three has priority at the second machine�
With this policy the network is similar� though more complex than the Rybko�Stolyar
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Figure �� A re�entrant line with regulation�

example� Stability has been tested using Theorem ��� with numerical results yielding
stability for �� � � �� � � and �
	� � �
	� � �

A regulator model Consider the network illustrated in Figure �� consisting of four
machines and six bu�ers� Let bu�ers � and � have priority at their respective machines�
This model has been studied by Humes and Kumar ���� 	��� where machines � and
	 are called regulators� A proper choice of service rates at the regulators will ensure
stability of the system� even for a network which would otherwise be unstable� In the
present example� letting 	�� 	� �� results in a system which is unstable whenever
�
	� � �
	� � � even if ��� �� � �

Using Theorem ��� we may determine the range of regulator service rates that
stabilize the network� The particular parameters examined were � � �� 	� � 		 � �
and 	� � 	� � ���� Note �
	� � �
	� � � If we let 	� � 	� � 	� we would like to
determine how large 	 may be for the system to be stable �a lower bound is easily
determined� 	 � ��� Numerically� it was determined that 	 � ����	� �approximately�
results in stability� so the required range for 	 is � � 	 � ����	��

� Instability of 	uid limit models

In this section a speci�c test function approach is developed in order to apply Theo�
rem ���� Two particular queueing networks will be studied as examples to demonstrate
this method� To do this� associated �uid limit models will be examined and it will
be found that if after some �nite time� the �uid limit model evolves on an invariant�
attracting subset of the state space� then appropriate test functions may be con�
structed to conclude instability for certain parameter values� The idea of examining
reduced state space models is also used in Kumar and Kumar �	��� and Maly�shev and
Men��sikov ����� The reduced state space will be denoted XR� The precise structure of
XR will vary with the particular network topology�

For ease of exposition� it will be assumed that �A� and �A	� hold� The results
in this section may be generalized to the case when �A�� �A��� and �A�� hold� Let
Q�t� � x� and consider the function V �x� �� maxj Vj�x� with the constraints

��V j � �� x � � c
j � XR� � � ��x�� ����
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Figure 	� A simple network for instability analysis

Vj�x� � max
k�P c

j

Vk�x�� x � �j � XR� x �� �� ����

The following result relates ���� and ���� with stability and instability of the network
model�

Theorem 	�� Consider the associated �uid limit model for a given queueing network
with bu�er priorities� Suppose a piecewise linear function V exists which satis�es ����
and ����� Suppose also that there exists t� � � such that Q�t� � XR for all t � t�	 for
any �uid limit fQ� Tg� Then

�i� If V is copositive	 then

lim
t��

tnjEx�f�b�t���� E� �f�b�����j� �� n � ZZ��

where f is any function on X which is bounded by a polynomial	 i�e� for some
constants m � ZZ�	 c ��	 jf�x�j � c�jxjm � �	 x � X�

�ii� If XR does not contain the origin and if �V is copositive	 the network is unstable�

Proof The result �i� follows from Theorem ��	 above and Theorem ��� of Dai and
Meyn ��� and similarly� �ii� follows from Theorem ��� and Theorem ���� ut

We note that by using Theorem ��� one may construct a linear program to test
for instability� just as in Theorem ��� The application of this result will now be
demonstrated on two particular simple network models� Theorem �� here has clear
applications to more complex networks�

A two machine example Consider the network of Figure 
� At machine � bu�er 	 has
priority while at machine �� bu�er � has priority� The stability of this network and
a variant have been extensively studied� However� it is worth considering as it is the
simplest network for illustrating Theorem ���

The instability of this network is investigated using an associated �uid limit model
for the case when the capacity constraints are met� but the additional constraint
�
	� � �
		 �  fails to hold� It is easy to check that this implies 	� � 	� and
	� � 		� The �rst step in the analysis is to calculate XR� For the example under
consideration� it is easily seen that for any initial condition� a valid solution to the



� Instability of fluid limit models ��

integral equations �F�F�� is that the state goes to zero and stays there� Clearly� if this
solution were indeed a valid �uid limit� there would be no hope of showing instability
using Theorem ��� This prompts the examination of the �uid limits themselves to
�nd additional constraints� In particular� to avoid trajectories that tend to zero� the
case when the �uid model is in the initial state �x�� �� x�� �� must be examined� where
x�� x� � � and x� � x� � � This is due to the fact that this initial condition does
not have a unique velocity vector and is reached from every initial condition� To see
the second fact� let V��x� � x�x	 and note that ���t�V �

��Q�t�� � �	�Q	�t��		Q��t�
for all t and any �uid limit with initial condition Q����� Q	��� � �� This implies that
V��Q�t�� � � for some t and hence either bu�er � or bu�er 	 empties in �nite time�
Without loss of generality� assume bu�er � is the one that empties� It is easy to see
that due to the scheduling policy for the queueing network� bu�er � remains empty
until bu�er 	 empties� That this property carries over to the �uid limit model is shown
below�

For some � � �� it would be useful to show that either T��t� � � or T	�t� � �
for all t � � if the initial state is of the form �x�� �� x�� ��� where x�� x� � � and
x� � x� � � For the queueing network model� let Zk�t� denote the number of times
that bu�er k empties in the interval ��� t��

Lemma 	�� Consider the network of Figure � with bu�er priorities f	� � �� �g� Let
the sequence fxng be such that jxnj � �	 and assume

xn�
jxnj

� ��
xn�
jxnj

� ��
xn�
jxnj

� �� ���
xn	
jxnj

� ��

where � � � � � Then	 with xn equal to the initial condition of the network	 there
exists � � � such that

lim sup
n��

Zk�jx
njt� �� a�s� ���

for k � �� 		 and all t � �� Hence for any �uid limit with initial condition ��� �� �
�� ��	 either T��t� � � or T	�t� � � on some small time interval containing the origin�

Proof Without loss of generality� we focus our attention on bu�er �� Let Z�� �Z�	 �
be the number of times that bu�er � �bu�er 	� empties if there is an in�nite number
of customers at bu�er � For each n� for a �xed sample path� Z��t� � Z�� �t�� Thus� we
need only prove the result for Z�� � Since b���� ��� bu�er � behaves like an unstable
M!M! queue with a vacation taken each time that b��t� � � �corresponding to a
busy period for bu�er 	�� It is obvious that an unstable M!M! queue empties only
�nitely often and this is equivalent to our claim that Z�� �� a�s� ut

Let
Sij � fx � xi� xj � �� xk � �� k �� i� jg�

and extend the de�nition of Sij in a natural manner for a varying number of subscripts�
With this and the results above� the following conclusions about the structure of the
�uid limit model may be made� The reduced state space is given by the set of states
where either bu�er � or bu�er 	 is empty� or more precisely�

XR � S��� � S�� � S�� � S��	 � S�	 � S�� � S� � S��
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Also� the corresponding velocity vectors may be calculated� For example�

���x�� x�� x�� ��� � ��� 	�� 	� � 	�� 	�� ��

is single�valued� and ���x�� �� x�� ��� is multi�valued� In the latter case� Lemma ���
implies that the velocity vector can be de�ned by right continuity as either �� �
	�� 	�� �� ��� or ��� ���	�� 	���

The instability properties of the network may now be examined using Theo�
rem ��� It is found through the LP obtained by ���� and ���� that the network is
unstable for �
	� � �
		 � �

The Dai�Wang example We now return to the Dai�Wang network introduced earlier�
Essentially the same steps as in the previous example may be followed� with bu�er
� taking the role of bu�er � in the last example� and bu�er � taking the role of
bu�er 	� The reduced state space XR may also be calculated in the same manner
as the previous example� by noting that either bu�er � or bu�er � is empty in XR�
The corresponding velocity vectors may also be calculated� Using these observations
one can construct an LP suggested by ���� and ����� which yields a function V with
non�positive coe�cients for � � ��
�� �approximately�� and thus for these values
of �� the queueing network is unstable by Theorem ��� For this example� as in the
previous one� the approach to classifying stability is tight�


 Conclusion

We have presented an algorithm that allows the computer automation of the analysis
of the stability and instability of re�entrant lines� Through various examples� it is
suggested that this method completely characterizes the region of stability for the
types of networks considered� An analysis of this conjecture would be important� If it
proved that this method did not completely characterize stability� a modi�cation of
Lemma 	� would be worth examining� as it could very well improve the algorithm�

For the class of non�idling and bu�er priority policies� piecewise linear functions
of low complexity have been constructed� To construct such functions for other poli�
cies such as FIFO appears to be more di�cult in general� due to the complex state
representation of such models� However� an analysis of common policies that are not
of the type examined in this paper would be a matter of interest�

The performance evaluation of queueing networks using quadratic test functions
is considered in Kumar and Kumar ����� and Bertsimas et al� �
�� The question of
whether piecewise linear functions can be applied to performance analysis is currently
under investigation�
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